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Newton, had produced a Bill, and another, Lord Cawdor, had moved 1907
for a Select Committee to inquire into the subject.   But whereas ^e
Conservatives interpreted " reform " as the setting up of a second
Chamber which would be an even stronger bulwark against radical
or subversive legislation, Liberals interpreted it as the removal of an
obstacle which had brought Liberal and Progressive legislation to a
standstill.
The Prime Minister was strongly of opinion that if the Govern-
ment let themselves be lured on to the ground of " reform," they
would be lost. There were a hundred possible schemes of " reform,'*
and contention about them would be endless. The powers, he urged,
were the main thing at the present time ; let them concentrate on
curtailing the powers of the existing House and leave others who
came after to change its composition, if they cared to do so.
This was by no means the view of all members of the Cabinet,
and there was sharp contention before it prevailed. But by the
beginning of the year 1907 it had been decided to deal with powers
at all events in the first stage, and the Cabinet Committee appointed
to explore the ground proceeded on that basis. What followed has
been described in Campbell-Bannerman's Life i1
"This Committee presently produced a scheme for joint sittings
between a delegation of the House of Lords and the House of Commons
sitting in its full numbers. In case of disagreement it was proposed that
a hundred peers, among whom all members of the Administration were
to be included, should debate and vote with the Commons, a^id that
divisions thus taken in this joint Assembly should be final. To this plan
Gampbell-Bannerman took strong exception, first on the constitutional
ground that a voting Conference between Lords and Commons wotdd
put the power of the Lords on an equality with that of the Commons—
an anti-democratic innovation which he thought a Liberal Government
should be the last to introduce ; and next on the practical ground that
it would be fatal to Liberal Governments unless they had a majority of
at least 100. Such a scheme might serve well enough to tide over
emergencies in the present Parliament with its enormous Liberal majority,
but it might easily be a sentence of death for future Liberal Governments
with normal majorities. For, if this method were accepted as the legally
constituted way of settling differences between the two Houses, the
claim would oertaMy be'set up that Parliament had deliberately decided
that no legislation to which the Peers objected should be passed unless their
delegation could be outvoted in the joint sitting."
Campbell-Bannerman now took the strong and rather unusital
course of issuing a memorandum2 to his colleagues against the
scheme of his own Cabinet Committee. In this he submitted that
1 Vol. n, p. 350-1.
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